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Abstract: Regenerative braking has been playing a significant role in electric locomotives to overcome dissipation of the kinetic energy as heat. For high-speed rail topologies, Power electronic transformer based locomotive has the only solution to achieve it. For the isolation purpose and to reduce the weight of the locomotive, a feasible method by substituting loco transformer with a transformer with high frequency design. With the increasing awareness of energy consumption more electrified locomotives moving to “Green Energy”. This paper aims to describe the importance of hybrid electric locomotive system when compared to conventional one. By integrating the regenerative braking on power electronic transformer with a storage medium will be a promising solution for the future high-speed rails. The simulation of IGBT based dc to dc converter with traction inverter with storage medium has simulated from MATLAB/ SIMULINK platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Regenerative braking technology is a core area for increasing the energy efficiency of the various electric vehicles. Recently most of the system equipped with some energy storage mediums, such as a battery and an ultra-capacitor. Various studies showed that hybrid electric vehicles have achieved their fuel efficiencies by 30-40%, during regenerative braking mode. However, the braking force required by a driver cannot be assured through regenerative braking alone, due to some limitations, such as vehicle speed and battery SOC (state of charge). The braking process of pure electric vehicles is completed by the combination of regenerative braking mode and mechanical braking to overcome friction.

History of locomotives originated from the steam propulsion system. After years of research, a wide development in the field of internal combustion engine plays a key role in rolling stock technology. Earlier diesel locomotives were widely used for rail transportation, now recent locomotives drives purely based on electric motors but in the case of non-electric locomotives, a prime mover attached to traction motor in which the propulsion of prime mover purely based on the performance of internal combustion engine.

The braking system is very essential to reduce or stops the speed of motors for electrical as well as a mechanical system. Various types of braking are applied based on the types of the motors with their operations. The performance behavior of each motor are different from each other, hence these braking methods are divided into three parts mainly, regenerative braking, plugging type braking and dynamic braking. In Regenerative braking when the speed of the motor exceeds the synchronous speed the regenerative mode begins. During this mode, the motor works as a generator and the power is returned back to the grid. When the rotor rotate above the synchronous speed, then the machine runs as generator, the current and torque reverses thus counter torque act on the axle of the machine thus braking takes place. When the machine run at super-synchronous speed which may create damage mechanical side and electrically also, this issue can overcome by if the variable frequency source is available. Regenerative braking mode can be operated at sub synchronous speed.

In many literatures PETs, based technologies were discussed for the performance of electric vehicles. This paper is mainly focusing on the performances of a high-speed locomotive with PET configuration were discussed. The conventional line frequency transformer (LFT) is used commonly in electric locomotives for the isolation and voltage regulation but the major drawback for this LFT is weight [1]. Since due to the low operating frequency, LFTs are bulky and heavy. This LFT is the major weight contributor for a locomotive. Line frequency transformers (LFTs) in railway vehicles are usually enhanced for minimum power density (0.25-0.35 kVA/kg), and efficiency around 94% for 25 kV/50 Hz traction systems. The increase in demand for railway vehicles executes constraints on size, weight, and efficiency of the traction equipment with optimized manner [2]. The better use of new insulation materials, synthetic ester oil as dielectric, design of windings, and coolants may not suitable to fully address the issues.
The recent trends in power electronic switches with high voltage braking capability and ability to hold greater voltage stress will result in a substantial increase in the market share of PWM controlled voltage source converters (VSC). Since the large power electronic switches will be used in the medium for high power applications, the power semiconductor technology will be developed. The main drawback regarding direct converter based locomotive operation is insulation and protection concept, if any failure occurs in any part of the module it will affect the entire unit. So isolation of the power stage is important for the case of locomotive operation.

In this paper, hybrid technologies with the integration of power electronic transformer with traction motors were discussed. A high voltage 25kV 50Hz single phase ac catenary voltage is directly fed to PET-based locomotive drive. The section II discuss about importance of regenerative braking system for electric locomotives and also discuss about the merging of various renewable energy source with traction power substation. The section III discuss about the necessity of power electric transformer based converters with hybrid configuration for high speed rail networks and finally section IV discuss about various results obtained from MATLAB Simulink platform.

II. STRUCTURE OF REGENERATIVE BRAKING SYSTEM FOR LOCOMOTIVES

Energy saving on locomotives can achieved during the acceleration mode at the time when locomotive are moving free run. This energy is “stored” as kinetic and potential energy and can be redistributed into electric energy by changing the operating mode of the electrical machine from motor-mode to the generator-mode during the time of braking. This recovered electrical energy can be transmitted backward with the suitable conversion with converters and return back to the grid. Thus energy from one locomotive can be utilized for other locomotives during the time of regeneration. This system is normally employed for all railway system. Figure 1 shows the power flow scheme of the regenerative braking mode. Many of the literature describe about regenerative braking with storage medium on urban rail transportation. An ultra capacitor based control method strategy will improves system efficiency. In order to improve reliability and avoid high speed commutation recently droop control can be adopted [5-6].

A. Energy Storage Medium on Locomotive

The design of a storage device is so important for hybrid vehicles. The main limitation of battery storage is storing time is more as well as the power density is less even though it has greater storage capacity. As the power rating increase the size of the battery increases. So it is not suited for the battery alone as a storage medium for high power application.

Fig. 1. Regenerative Braking Scheme for Locomotives

The performance of the ultra-capacitor is different from the battery. The unique characteristics of the ultra-capacitor are to overcome the problems of conventional methodology. Since power density is very high but it has negligible storage capacity [7]. The combination of two characteristics of battery and ultra-capacitor is utilized for the high power storage applications like hybrid vehicles. By using the ultra-capacitor model, increase the lifetime of the battery in addition to that it also increases the speed of the vehicle and store energy during the regeneration mode of the vehicle.

B. Electric Locomotive Traction Motor Power

The performance of traction motors mainly consider based on the torque and speed characteristics. The traction motors in locomotives are also designed to operate to withstand environment conditions, for this to meet rugged physical construction is required. The traction motor loading depends on the start-stop operation of locomotive duty cycles for small time interval operations.[8] Generally, for a locomotive traction motor characteristics is classified into various operating modes (a) torque –acceleration at maximum, (b) power- acceleration at maximum, (c) constant- speed, (d) coasting (e) braking. This five operating mode characteristics as shown on Figure 2.

For a traction motor driving condition ,high tractive effort is supplied to motor load end at starting. Thus motor is operating at maximum torque mode. By considering the parameters like gravity gradient force and resistance of wind the maximum speed with maximum load is determined. Moreover, the braking effort efficiency also depend on the use of mechanical as well as
Electric braking scheme.

High starting torque is the unique feature for traction motors. Recently ac induction motor has a similar characteristic provided in dc motors used earlier. When the machine reach the desired speed, the supply frequency also be increased with respect to rotational frequency provided it maintains net difference, equal to slip frequency. The induction motor need an external source, and a dc motor has its own commutator segment. The commutator in dc motor acts as a mechanical inverter in addition to this dc motor require well maintenance on each parts. Table I compares the different performance characteristics of different types of traction machine.

![Fig. 2. Locomotive Operation Scheme](Image)

![Fig. 3. Integrating with Renewable Energies](Image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>Synchronous</th>
<th>Induction</th>
<th>PMSM</th>
<th>SRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque density</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Highest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I Performance characteristics of different types of traction machine.

C. Integrating with Renewable Energy Sources on Traction Substation

Traffic density of railway network increases means energy consumption of locomotives increases. The only solution is to conserve energy by hybridizing the traction substation with more than one source. For avoid the overloading operation on traction substation by combining two or more renewable sources. A battery storage medium is also integrated with substation is essential. The purpose of the storage medium is to meet the peak power and consumes the excess of regenerative power developed on the converter line side to the grid [9-13]. The overall power consumed by the locomotive is Renewable Energy Power, Battery Power and Traction substation Power on (1)

\[ P_{\text{Train Consumed}} = P_{\text{Renewable sources}} + P_{\text{Battery}} + T_{\text{traction Substation}} \]

The Figure 3 shows the hybrid architecture integrated with wind, PV and battery storage on traction substation. In Hybrid energy system it is essential to store the excess energy in storage medium with ultra-capacitor. The battery and ultra-capacitor differ on their power density and energy availability. The high life cycle span is the main advantage of ultra-capacitor. The another advantage is to capture peak energy with fast response. Because of these reasons ultra-capacitor is most suitable for high frequency operation for regenerative braking with high power density [14-15].

D. Variable Voltage Variable Frequency on Locomotive

The synchronous speed can be control on induction motor by controlling the number of poles in the motor and the supply frequency. Torque is developed by a combination of rotor slip with excitation current in the stator. The change of “volts per hertz” ratio of motor windings results depend upon the motor strength. The symmetrical operation is achieved in either regenerative region or motoring region. By applying the proper tuning parameters of frequency, slip, and current maximum load torque can be achieved. The slip-torque characteristics changes with each motor design configurations as shown in Figure 4.

For controlling asynchronous machine, a shaft encoder is used to predict to calculate or actually measure rotor slip. To vary the frequency an electronic inverter is used. In order to control the motor more precisely the vector control method is normally
used for fine tuning and essentially means that algorithms within the inverter are calculating the relative positions of stator -rotor voltage, current and magneto motive force with forming some algorithmic sequence. The main contribution of vvvf drives on electric vehicles during the regeneration mode. Normally all-electric vehicles under regeneration mode run at a super-synchronous mode which results on some mechanical as well as electrical failure. In order to overcome this regeneration mode of the motor should operate in sub synchronous speed with the aid of a variable voltage variable frequency scheme.

III. OUTLINE OF POWER ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER BASED LOCOMOTIVES

Modern electric locomotive uses various configurations of power converters. A lot of researchers doing in the field of energy efficient locomotives for the high-speed rail system. Earlier internal combustion engines are connected to the axle for driving locomotives. In fully electric powered locomotive only electric motors play a key role. A line frequency transformer inside the locomotive feeds all the associated converter with motor drives. Figure 5 shows the conventional block diagram of an electric locomotive.

A. Hybrid Power electronic transformer based traction

Line Frequency Transformer (LFT) is also called as locomotive transformer is operating with line frequency of 50Hz or 60Hz . As the operating frequency is inversely proportional to core volume of transformer. Because of this reason volume and mass of locomotive transformer is heavy . The around one third weight of locomotive itself because of this line frequency transformer. On the other hand, with the developments on modern power electronic switching devices , Power Electronic Transformer (PET) based systems now become ultimate solution for the high-speed railway tractions systems and also it enhance the converters with greater power density and efficiency[1]. Figure 6 describe the functional diagram of the Hybrid Power Electronic transformer .

![Fig. 6. Hybrid Power Electronic transformer fed traction drive](image)

The high-frequency transformer used in this architecture is to not only for isolation but for weight reduction. The current collection system from the overhead wire through pantograph held up by compressed air pressure on locomotives. Initially, the cascade H bridge front end converter divides the power modules into various sections, thus 25 kV are directly rectified. The converted high voltage dc voltage is fed to DC to DC converter with a galvanic isolation of high frequency transformer. By the design of this dc to dc converter with high frequency transformer, the total weight of the power circuit unit is considerably reduced. In addition to that high voltage from the overhead line is transformed to suitable load voltage by using a high-frequency transformer and finally fed to traction inverter which drives traction motors fixed on the axle of the locomotives.

In previous literature, diesel-based hybrid locomotives were discussed. Earlier locomotives return supply to the grid during regenerative braking mode. In this paper propose, ultra-capacitor based battery storage units connected on the converter section will store energy during regeneration time and this stored energy is utilized by the same locomotive prior to braking. Thus hybrid based pure electric locomotive with a highly efficient drive for high-speed rails is discussed.
B. Direct Coupling to Overhead Equipment

The coupling to high voltage converters from overhead catenary line is the primary task in electric locomotives [16]. The main reason behind this critical task is because of absence of locomotive transformer at beginning stage. This achieved by interconnecting with various h bridge converter cell [17]. The reduction in voltage stress is also achieved with the help of cascade h bridge cell[18]. Figure 7 shows the cascade connection of front end H bridge converter of the locomotive. The decoupling inductance connected between the line-voltage and the converter voltage is equal to the sum of the partial inductances on each cell [18]. The global voltage-drop depending on the line current is based on this inductance.

In all cells of cascade connection, the line current is of identical. The critical task on front-end converter is holding high voltage from the overhead equipment directly without any locomotive transformer [19]. The recent trends and development of power semiconductor devices will meet this challenge [19-20]. Since the high voltage high current is utilized for heavy loaded rolling stock, the introduction IGBTs have a significant role among various high power switching devices. The researchers are more focused on the development and design of IGBT working with greater voltage stress. Today there are various types of IGBT are available in the market with a high power rating in both voltage and current.

Recently introduced 6500 V IGBTs for currents of 200A, 400A, and 600A. All high power IGBTs designed with parallel chips which are covered by a thin aluminum metallization. By using ultrasonic soldering technique connection between IGBT and diodes with aluminum wires are realized[17]. The recent developments on improvement in plasma distribution and reduction of wafer thickness of vertically optimized IGBTs will significantly reduce switching losses and on-state voltages. The IGBT is able to limit its maximum collector current, which depends on the junction temperature and the gate-emitter voltage. These unique characteristics enhance the operation of front end converter as well as on dc to dc converter of power electronic transformer.

C. Topology Description for High-frequency transformer

In many of the electrical standards primarily focusing on safety, for that isolated converter play a significant role. In addition to personal safety, separation of load side voltage from high voltage supply also holds key importance. The fine voltage matching is also needed in many applications as it helps in designing and optimizing the voltage rating of different stages in the system. This structure consists of two high-frequency switching DC-AC and AC –DC converter with a high-frequency transformer as shown in Figure 8.

![Fig. 7. Cascade front end H bridge converter](image)

In Fig. 7 the cascade connection of front end H bridge converter as shown in Figure 8.

![Fig.8. Galvanic isolation using a high-frequency transformer](image)

The operating principle of high-frequency transformers is exactly the same as of standard conventional transformers. The only difference in the operating frequency aspect only, they operate at much higher frequencies than in 50 Hz or 60 Hz operating transformers. The main benefits of operating at a higher frequency, the first one are the reduction of the size of the transformer. Since because of smaller size, less copper wire is used, thus reducing the losses and helping to achieve transformer high efficiently. In addition, the core is typically made with ferrite, a wide variety of geometries are available. However, the major advantage brought about by light weight, small size, and higher power density, which meet a number of challenges. Minimizing the common problems such as skin and proximity effects are also considered during the design stage of the high-frequency transformer.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of Power Electronic Transformer based traction motors have simulated on MATLAB platform. For the simulation, dc to dc converter integrated with high-frequency transformer is carried out. In addition to achieving hybrid models, a storage device performance also carried out during the simulation. The results of stored energy during regenerative mode with discharging are obtained. The Value of State of Charge (SOC) is changing with the DC bus voltage source. If the DC Voltage is more than the nominal voltage of battery then SOC will remain the same (constant) as shown in Figure 10. If the DC voltage is less than the nominal voltage of battery then SOC will decrease.

![Fig. 10. DC to DC Converter](image)
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The simulation on converter inverter arrangement of power electronic transformer with suitable PWM is simulated.

Fig. 9. Load voltage of traction inverter

Fig. 10. State of Charge of Storage device

Several configuration of electric locomotive are on recently used with different terminal load voltages. Generally, for dc motor drive and ac motor drives are used in locomotives with terminal voltage between 750 V and 2000V. The result of load voltage of traction load inverter as shown in Figure 9. Since because of several switching. The unwanted noise pulse because of several switching sequence on the converters will distort the waveform. To reduction of distortion is achieved by using first order filter. The speed and torque of the induction motor simulation result as shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11. Speed of Traction Motor

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Hybrid regenerative system based locomotive with power electronic transformer configuration for the high-speed application is proposed. By storing generated energy during regenerative braking mode is utilized by the same locomotive itself. Configuration with power electronic transformer with a storage medium has verified by simulation using MATLAB platform. The induction motor based load drive is used in this paper. By the combination of variable frequency variable voltage scheme aims to achieve the regeneration on sub synchronous speed. This paper results will highlights an efficient and feasible solution by using power electronic transformer is suitable for high speed rail projects scheme for the recent trends on traction technology
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